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                        Multifunction digital controller for normal temperature with "off cycle" defrost
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction digital controller for normal temperature with "off cycle" defrost
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in OA, GS, PS format)
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                        Multifunction digital controller for normal temperature with "off cycle" defrost, auxiliary and alarm outputs
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction digital controller for normal temperature with "off cycle" defrost, auxiliary and alarm outputs
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in OA, GS, PS format)
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in OA, GS, PS format)
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with 16A defrost standard relay
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with double evaporator management
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with double evaporator management
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in OA, GS, PS format)
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with auxiliary output
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with auxiliary output
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in OA, GS, PS format)
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with anti condensing heater relay output
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with anti condensing heater relay output
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in OA, GS, PS format)
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                        Multifunction split controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with twin compressors
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in OA, GS, PS format)
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with internal real time clock
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with internal real time clock and auxiliary
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction digital controller for medium and low temperature ventilated applications with internal real time clock and auxiliary
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in OA, GS, PS format)
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                        Keyboard 6 key for XW220K, XW260K, XW264K, XW272K controllers 
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard 6 key for XW220K, XW260K, XW264K, XW272K controllers 
                        

                        V: 100x64mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard 8 key for XW230K and XW270K controllers
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard 8 key for XW230K and XW270K controllers 
                        

                        V: 100x64mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard 8 key for XW271K controllers 
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard 8 key for XW271K controllers
                        

                        V: 100x64mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard 8 key  for XW570K controllers 
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard 8 key for XW570K controller
                        

                        V: 100x64mm, panel mounting
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                        Wall / Panel mounting housing kit for vertical keyboards (V600 and V800 series), white color
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